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Abstract

Proportionate-fair (Pfair) scheduling is a particulary
promising global scheduling technique for multiprocessor
systems. Actually three Pfair scheduling algorithms have
been proved optimal for scheduling periodic, sporadic and
rate-based tasks on a real-time multiprocessor. However,
task migration is unrestricted under Pfair scheduling. In the
worst case, a task may be migrated each time it is scheduled.
To correct this problem, we propose to complement initial
Pfair scheduling algorithm by some heuristics that strive
to minimize the total number of migrations. Experimental
simulations are presented to evaluate and compare the pro-
posed heuristics and we show that the number of migrations
can be substantially reduced by adding these simple rules.
1

1. Introduction

Multiprocessor scheduling techniques in real-time sys-
tems fall into two general categories: partitioning and
global scheduling. Under partitioning, each task is assigned
to a particular processor and is only scheduled on that pro-
cessor. Moreover, each processor schedules its assigned
tasks independently from a local ready queue. In contrast,
under global scheduling, all ready tasks are stored in a sin-
gle queue with a single system-wide priority space: the
highest priority task is selected to execute whenever the
scheduler is invoked, regardless of which processor is be-
ing scheduled. In the global scheme, migration is allowed.

Partitioning. Presently, “partitioning” is the favored ap-
proach. This is mainly due to the fact that it has proved
to be efficient and reasonably effective when using well-
understood uniprocessor scheduling algorithms, such as the
earliest-deadline-first (EDF) and the rate-monotonic (RM)
algorithms [16]. However, partitioning has some draw-
backs. Regardless of the scheduling algorithm used, par-
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titioning is sub-optimal when scheduling periodic tasks. A
well-known example of this is a system with two proces-
sors and three synchronous tasks, each with an execution
time of 2 units, a period of 3 units and an implicit deadline.
Completing each task before its next release is impossible
without migration. Hence, this system is not schedulable
under the partitioning approach. But partitioning is prob-
lematic too in dynamic systems in which tasks may join and
leave: re-partitioning of the entire system will likely result
in unacceptable overheads. Moreover, since the assignment
of tasks to processors is a bin-packing problem proved NP-
hard in the strong sense, online task assignments are done
using heuristics, which may be unable to schedule offline-
schedulable task systems.

Global scheduling. Since the alternative “global
scheduling” does not reduce the multiprocessor scheduling
problem to a uniprocessor scheduling problem as partition-
ing does, and since tasks in the global scheme are allowed
to migrate, this gives rise to disadvantages that complicated
its study and design. Moreover it is well known that the
Dhall and Liu examples [12] went against it: a task set may
have utilization arbitrarily close to 1 and still not be schedu-
lable on m processors using RM or EDF scheduling. Thus,
this research field is quite new. Only recently, progress has
been made in understanding global multiprocessor schedul-
ing: it is the mixing of two extreme kinds of tasks, “heavy”
ones (with a high ratio of computation time to deadline) and
“light” ones (with a low ratio), that causes a problem. This
observation has been generalized. Hybrid scheduling algo-
rithms that give higher priority to heavy tasks have been
proposed, such as the most famous EDF-US [18], RM-
US [7], EDF(k), or PriD [13]. At the same time, a large
number of interesting and important results have been ob-
tained on schedulability analysis that make global schedul-
ing quite competitive [8].

Pfair scheduling. A major step forward in the evolu-
tion of processor scheduling techniques was achieved in the
work of Baruah et al. on fairness [9, 10]. Proportionate-
fair scheduling (Pfair) is presently the only known optimal
method for scheduling recurrent real-time tasks on a multi-
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processor system in polynomial time. Under Pfair schedul-
ing, tasks are explicitly required to make progress at steady
rates. Currently, three optimal Pfair scheduling algorithms
are known: PF [10], PD [11], and the most recently de-
veloped and most efficient PD2 [2]. Besides its ability to
schedule any feasible periodic, sporadic or rate-based task
system [4, 5] and to handle dynamic systems, Pfair schedul-
ing is often dismissed as an impractical approach due to
preemptions and migrations which both tend to occur fre-
quently. This tendency limits the effectiveness of the first-
level caches and can lead to increased execution times due
to cache misses. Such resulting overheads may be particu-
larly present in loosely-coupled processor architectures but
should be significantly smaller in tightly-coupled multicore
ones where one or more levels of caches are shared by the
different cores. However, in [19], Srinavasan et al. have in-
vestigated how preemption and migration overheads affect
schedulability under the PD2 algorithm, using the EDF-FF
partitioning scheme as a basis for comparison. Their exper-
imental results show that PD2 performs competitively

Pfair related work. In [14], Holman and Ander-
son showed how Pfair scheduling actually promotes bus
contention resulting from the simultaneous scheduling of
all processors in symmetric multiprocessors, and then
proposed an alternative scheduling model, the staggered
model, that strives to avoid it by more evenly distributing
bus traffic over time. Furthermore, they developed and ex-
perimentally evaluated an efficient scheduling algorithm to
support this model that also produces less scheduling over-
head than current Pfair algoritms. In another respect, since
the migration assumption underlying Pfair scheduling may
be problematic for ”fixed” tasks that need to execute on spe-
cific processors, Moir and Ramamurthy proposed the use of
supertasks in [17]. Each supertask represents a set of com-
ponent tasks, which are scheduled as a single entity. When-
ever a supertask is Pfair-scheduled, one of its component
tasks is selected to execute according to an internal schedul-
ing algorithm. However, as stated in [1], there is no known
feasibility condition for systems in which periodic tasks are
scheduled within Pfair-scheduled supertasks.

To the best of our knowledge, in term of improvement
of Pfair scheduling for real-time periodic tasks, there is no
recent work that studies the reduction of the number of mi-
grations. Therefore, we have studied how to adapt the Pfair
strategy with this goal. So we have proposed heuristics to
assign tasks to processors and have developed a Pfair simu-
lator to evaluate their performances.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we define the Pfair scheduling and its exten-
sions. Then in section 3 we present our processor alloca-
tion heuristics and then our experimentation and results in
section 4. We conclude in section 5.

2. Pfair scheduling

2.1. Definitions

Consider a collection of synchronous and periodic tasks
to be executed on a system of multiple processors. Each
task !i is characterized by a period Ti , and an execution cost
Ci. Implicit-deadline systems are considered here, i.e. at
every Ti time units, a new invocation or job of !i is released
and must complete before the beginning of the next job of
!i.

Under Pfair scheduling, processor time is allocated in
discrete time units, or quanta, and slot t refers to the time
interval [t, t + 1) (where t is a nonnegative integer). A task
may be allocated over time on different processors, but not
within the same slot, i.e. migration is allowed but paral-
lelism is not. The sequence of allocation decisions over
time defines a schedule. It can be formally defined as a
mapping S : ! ! N " {0, 1}, where ! is the set of n tasks
to be scheduled and N is the set of nonnegative integers.
S(!i, t) = 1 iff !i is scheduled in slot t. In any m-processor
schedule,

!
!i!! S(!i, t) # m for all t.




               




 

 











                

Figure 1. (a) the ideal fluid schedule of a task !i with
weight 8/11; it corresponds to the function wt(!i) · t - (b)
a Pfair schedule of !i - (c) a non-Pfair schedule of !i.

Following Baruah et al. [3], we refer to the ratio of
Ci/Ti as the weight of task !i , denoted by wt(!i). Each
task’s weight is assumed strictly less than one (a task with
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weight one would require a dedicated processor, and thus
is quite easy scheduled). In an ideal fluid schedule, wt(!i)
processor time would be allocated to each task !i in each
slot. However, such idealized sharing is not possible in a
quantum-based schedule. Deviation from this fluid sched-
ule is captured by the concept of lag. It measures the dif-
ference between the number of resource allocations that a
task “should” have received in [0, t) and the number that it
actually received. Formally, the lag of !i at time t (t > 0) is
given by lag(!i, t) = wt(!i)·t$

!t"1
u=0 S(!i, u). A schedule

is Pfair iff:

$1 < lag(!i, t) < 1 %!i & !, t & N# (1)

Informally, the allocation error associated with each task
must always be less than one quantum.

We propose to illustrate these notions by drawing the
amount of processor time allocated to !i in [0, t) with the
execution sequences resulting from a Pfair scheduling and
a non-Pfair one on a single processor, as shown by figure 1.

2.2. Windows

The Pfair lag bounds given in (1) have the effect of
breaking each task !i into an infinite sequence of quantum-
length subtasks. The kth subtask (k ' 1) is denoted !k

i .
Moreover, (1) constrains each subtask ! k

i to execute in an
associated window denoted w(!k

i ). It extends from !k
i ’s

pseudo-release, denoted r(!k
i ), to its pseudo-deadline, de-

noted d(!k
i ) (the prefix “pseudo” will be omitted for con-

ciseness). These dates are formally defined as follows:

r(!k
i ) =

"
k $ 1
wt(!i)

#
(2)

d(!k
i ) =

$
k

wt(!i)

%
(3)

As an example, figure 2 depicts the first windows of the
task used in figure 1. Since its weight is 8/11, each job
of this task contains eight subtasks. Each subtask must be
scheduled within its window in order to satisfy the Pfair
property. In [6], several properties about subtask windows
are stated. The main ones are that consecutive windows of
a task are either disjoint or overlap by one slot; and either
all windows of a task are of the same length, or they are of
two different lengths.

2.3. Feasibility

By means of a network-flow construction, Baruah et
al. [11] showed that a Pfair schedule on m processors ex-
ists for ! iff:

&

!i!!

Ci/Ti # m (4)

!
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Figure 2. The Pfair windows of the first two jobs of !1

with wt(!1) = 8/11

2.4. Pfair algorithms

At present, three Pfair scheduling algorithms have been
proved optimal for scheduling synchronous, periodic, and
deadline-constrained tasks on an arbitrary number of pro-
cessors: PF [10], PD [11], and PD2 [2]. All of them sort
subtasks on an earliest-pseudo-deadline first basis and then
use the successor bit parameter for breaking ties. The suc-
cessor bit b(!k

i ) of the subtask !k
i is defined as follows:

b(!k
i ) = d(!k

i ) $ r(!k+1
i ) =

$
k

wt(!i)

%
$

"
k

wt(!i)

#
(5)

Informally, it is equal to the number of slots by which
!k
i ’s window overlaps !k+1

i ’s window. For example, in fig-
ure 2, b(!k

1 ) = 1 for 1 # k # 7 and b(! 8
1 ) = 0.

Thus, the two following rules are successively used
by all these Pfair scheduling algorithms for prioritizing
subtasks. At time t, if subtasks !k

i and ! q
p are both ready

to execute, then !k
i has a higher priority than ! q

p (denoted
!k
i ( ! q

p ) if:

(i) d(!k
i ) < d(! q

p )

(ii) d(!k
i ) = d(! q

p ) and b(!k
i ) > b(! q

p )

The intuition behind this second rule is to favor a subtask
with b(!k

i ) = 1 and thus, executing !k
i early prevents it

from being scheduled in its last slot and leaves more slots
available for !k+1

i .
The Pfair algorithms differ in their third tie-breaking rule

that we briefly describe hereafter.

• Under the PF algorithm, it is given by:

(iii) d(!k
i ) = d(! q

p ), b(!k
i ) = b(! q

p ) = 1 et !k+1
i ( ! q+1

p

• In PD algorithm, the third rule is in fact composed of
three elementary ones which involve simple calcula-
tions but have been shown useless regarding PD2.

• The rule (iii) of the PD2 priority definition is based on
comparing group deadlines of competing subtasks. It
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is needed in systems containing tasks with windows of
length two, i.e. tasks !i such that 1/2 # wt(!i) < 1.
The group deadline of a subtask is the earliest time
by which the cascade that forces the other subtasks in
this sequence to be scheduled in their last slot must
end. Formally for !k

i , it is the earliest time t, where
t ' d(!k

i ), such that either (t = d(! q
i ) ) b(! q

i ) = 0)
or (t + 1 = d(! q

i ) ) |w(! q
i )| = 3) for some subtask

! q
i . PD2 favors subtasks with later group deadlines

because not scheduling them can lead to longer
cascades. Up to now, it is the most efficient of the
three Pfair scheduling algorithms.

For all these algorithms, if neither subtask has priority
over the other, then the tie is broken arbitrarily. At each de-
cision instant, once the ready subtask queue is sorted, the
Pfair scheduler assigns the m (at most) highest priority sub-
tasks to the processors for the next slot, in an arbitrary way.

The pseudo-code of the Pfair scheduler is given in algo-
rithm 1. The list of ready subtasks at time t is designated by
L, i.e L = {!k

i /r(!k
i ) # t and !k

i not executed yet}. L+

represents the ordered list of the m (at most) highest prior-
ity subtasks. The elements of L+ are subtasks that must be
executed at time t or, in other words, subtasks that must be
assigned to the m processors.

sort L following the Pfair tie-break rules;1

build L+ by extracting the m (at most) first elements2

of L;
assign the subtasks of L+ to the m processors;3

Algorithm 1: The decision algorithm of a Pfair scheduler

2.5. Pfair extensions

Pfair scheduling algorithms are not necessarily work-
conserving, i.e. processors may idle unnecessarily. In [2, 4],
Anderson and Srinavasan proposed a work-conserving vari-
ant called early-release fair (ERfair) scheduling. Under
ERfair scheduling, if two subtasks are part of the same job,
then the second subtask becomes eligible for execution as
soon as the first completes. In other words, a subtask may
be released “early”, i.e. before the beginning of its Pfair
window. If such early releases are allowed, then it is not re-
quired that the negative lag constraint of (1) holds. ER-PD2

algorithm is obtained from the related PD2 algorithm for
Pfair systems and it can be used to efficiently schedule any
task system whose total utilization is at most the number
of available processors. ERfair is the preferred choice for
applications with average job response time requirements.

In other work [3], the same authors extended the model
to also allow subtask to be released “late”, i.e. there may

be separation between consecutive subtasks of the same
task. The resulting model, called the intra-sporadic (IS)
model, generalizes the well-known sporadic model (which
allows separation between consecutive jobs of the same
task). In [3], an IS task system ! is proved to be feasible
on m processors if and only if equation (4) holds.

Finally, generalised intra-sporadic fairness (GISfair-
ness) extends ISfairness by allowing subtasks to be omitted.
In [3], PD2 was shown optimal for scheduling generalised
intra-sporadic tasks on m processors.

2.6. Motivation of this work

The Pfair scheduling algorithms are a way of optimally
and efficiently schedule periodic tasks on multiprocessor
system in polynomial time. Since tasks are scheduled at
a constant rate, Pfair’s optimality is achieved at the cost of
more frequent context switching. Notice that the tie-break
rules of a Pfair schedule determine at time t the tasks to
schedule and do not indicate how to assign these tasks on
the different processors. This imperfection may increase the
degradation of Pfair algorithms performance and can lead to
a degradation of the processor affinity (i.e. the tendency of a
task to execute faster when scheduling several times on the
same processor).

Thus, Pfair scheduling can produce an important num-
ber of preemptions and migrations that increases scheduling
overheads and negatively impact cache performance. To the
best of our knowledge, very few (or even none) work has
been concerned with decreasing those migrations that result
from these scheduling techniques and with similar assump-
tions on the task model. For example, actually in [15], the
goal is to find a schedule that minimizes job migrations be-
tween processors while guaranteeing a fair schedule. But
this work addresses a quite different model composed of
persistent tasks all having the same resource requirement,
and relies on a generalized notion of fairness. Thus we pro-
pose to improve the Pfair scheduling techniques by adding
a helpful procedure that organizes the allocation of subtasks
to different processors and that consequently minimizes the
total number of context-switching overheads (including or
not task migration). We present in what follows heuristics
for this by simply specifying judicious rules for the alloca-
tion function of a Pfair scheduler (line 3 in algorithm 1).

3. Processor allocation heuristics

In this section, we propose heuristics for minimizing the
total number of migrations while referring to the function
that allocates the m highest priority subtasks to the proces-
sors given in algorithm 1 line 3. We give in this section a
detailed description of each proposed heuristic.
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3.1. Heuristic 1

The first heuristic is a simplistic one; it assigns the tasks
to the processors according to their order in L+. We present
its pseudo-code in heuristic 1.

for q * 1 to |L+| do1

assign L+[q] to Pq;2

/* we consider L+[q] as the qth

element of L+ and Pq the qth

processor */
end3

Heuristic 1: H1.

3.2. Heuristic 2

The intuition behind this heuristic is to keep the schedul-
ing of a task on the same processor as much as possible,
without preemption. In other words, we avoid interleaved
executions of different tasks on the same processor to re-
duce context switching. At time t, L+ is seeked from head
to the last element. For each task, H2 finds the slot t# and
the processor Pj to which this task was previously assigned.
If all the slots from t# till t were free on Pj , then this subtask
is assigned to the jth processor. Finally, the first heuristic is
called to assign non-assigned subtasks to available proces-
sors.

for q * 1 to |L+| do1

/* L+[q] = !k
i , thus the values of i

and k are known */
if k > 1 then2

find Pj to which !k"1
i was assigned;3

/* t# = slot of !k"1
i */

if Pj was free from t# till t then4

assign !k
i to Pj ;5

remove !k
i from L+;6

end7

end8

end9

H1(L+);10
Heuristic 2: H2.

3.3. Heuristic 3

This heuristic is well-suited for systems in which
context-switching overheads on a processor are small.
Therefore, this heuristic tries to reduce the migrations of the
subtasks of a same job. We call starting substask the first
subtask of a job and ending subtask the last subtask of a

job. This heuristic seeks L+ and tries at first to assign start-
ing subtasks to processors that have just finished scheduling
an ending subtask. The remaining subtasks of L+ are as-
signed, if possible, to the same processor as their predeces-
sors (without the idle constraint of heuristic 2). And finally,
heuristic 1 is called. Heuristic 3 represents the pseudo-code
of this heuristic.

for q * 1 to |L+| do1

if !k
i is a starting subtask then2

if any processor has finished scheduling an3

ending subtask then
assign !k

i to this processor;4

remove !k
i from L+;5

end6

end7

end8

for q * 1 to |L+| do9

if k > 1 then10

find Pj to which !k"1
i was assigned;11

if Pj is free at t then12

assign !k
i to Pj ;13

remove !k
i from L+;14

end15

end16

end17

H1(L+);18
Heuristic 3: H3.

A judicious implementation for these three heuristics
based on appropriate data structures yields to an O(m) time
complexity where m is the number of processors.

3.4. Variants of H2 and H3: H+
2 and H+

3

We try with these heuristics to give heavy tasks a higher
priority since the number of their subtasks is higher than
the one of light tasks. So the L+ list is sorted by decreasing
task’s weight (L++ designates the resulting list); the first
element of this list will be the heaviest. Then heuristic 2 or
heuristic 3 respectively apply to L++; this gives rise to H+

2

and H+
3 respectively.

The complexity of the heuristics is then raised to
O(mlog(m)) due to the sort operation.

4. Experimentation

In order to estimate the profit in term of migrations pro-
duced by these different heuristics, we carried out a statis-
tical study. So, we developed a program that simulates the
scheduler behaviour on an hyperperiod. Because of the as-
sumption of synchronous, periodic and independent tasks,
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the same release scenario of the tasks occurs every hyper-
period. Thus it is sufficient to perform the schedulability
analysis in the interval [0, lcm) where lcm is the least com-
mon multiple of {Ti|!i & !}. At each slot, this program
applies the tie-break rules given above and the output is a
scheduled sequence for each processor. The heuristics de-
scribed above were implemented in this simulator and they
were all associated to the PF scheduler for establishing the
sorted list of ready subtasks L+. Even though it is not the
most efficient of the Pfair algorithms, PF has been chosen
as a starting point for our work because of its simplicity.

4.1. Context

These experiments used a task generator developed by
our team. Actually, the values of lcm, the number of tasks
nb task and the total load of the system U =

!
i ui =!

i Ci/Ti should be given as inputs. It generates a set of
tasks with randomly computed periods and execution times.

To show and to characterise the behaviour of our gen-
erator, we calculated the average of the task loads (ui) and
its standard deviation for some sets of 30 configurations ob-
tained with lcm = 150, nb task = 8 and different values
of U . The result gives us an idea about the weight varia-
tions for a set of tasks. Figure 3 shows the average of ui

and its standard deviation per configuration, for U = 4.5,
U = 4.8, U = 5.1, and U = 5.4 (from left to right, and
from top to bottom). Based on standard deviation shape, we
can see that task weights vary enough; the total load is not
divided and spread equally to all the tasks. So it guarantees
a list of light and heavy tasks.

4.2. Results

Our experiment consisted in scheduling tasks generated
by the task generator. For a given lcm and nb task, the
value of U is 2 at the beginning and then incremented
by a step of 0.2. The number of processors is calcu-
lated as follows: nb proc = +U,. For each U value, 30
configurations of tasks are generated and treated. Then
Total migration =

!nb task
i=1 nb mig(!i) is computed for

each configuration, where nb mig(!i) is the number of mi-
grations of !i within a job for all its jobs over the hyper-
period. A job migrates if two of its consecutive executions
(which may or may not be in consecutive time slots) are not
on the same processor. Average migration, the average
of Total migration is computed for the 30 configurations.
The result of H1 is considered as the reference, since it is
the algorithm that we want to improve. The improvement of
a heuristic Hi is evaluated at last by the following metric:

improvement(Hi) =
average migration(Hi)
average migration(H1)

! 100 (6)
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Figure 3. Average value and standard deviation of ui for
U = 4.5, U = 4.8, U = 5.1, and U = 5.4 (from left to
right, and from top to bottom).

Figure 4 shows this improvement for all the proposed
heuristics (the position of H1 is obviously at 100%).

This experiment was repeated several times, producing
almost identical results.

H2 reduces the total number of migrations by 40% when
using 2 or 3 processors and by 60% for a number of pro-
cessors exceeding 3. By adding a simple rule that doesn’t
increase significantly the time complexity of the scheduling
algorithm, the total number of migrations can be reduced by
50% on average.

Under H3, we notice an important reduction of the num-
ber of migrations, it’s about 55% for a 3-processor system
and 75% for more than 3 processors.

H+
2 gives almost the same result as H2. Similarly, H+

3

and H3 produce a close result. We can conclude that sorting
L+ by task’s weight does not affect the number of migra-
tions.

The results presented in figures 5 and 6 confirm the per-
formances of H2 and H3 algorithms for some other combi-
nations of the parameters.

5. Conclusion

Under partitioning, migration is restricted: a task is
scheduled on only one processor. On the other hand, recent
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Figure 4. Improvement(Hi) for lcm = 150,
nb task = 6 and 2 ! U ! 4.

study shows many advantages of global scheduling over
partitioning approaches. Pfair scheduling and many of the
extensions to it that have been proposed earlier are promis-
ing global scheduling approaches. Under Pfair scheduling,
interprocessor migration is permitted. In the worst case, a
task may be migrated each time it is scheduled producing a
large number of migrations.

We were interested by investigating and proposing
heuristics which minimize the number of migrations with
low cost overheads. The most efficient proposed heuristic
is H3. It decreases the number of migrations by more than
50% and practically reduces their negative effect on cache
performance.

Presently we are investigating an indeep evaluation of
the overheads (preemption overhead and migration one) in
relation with hardware architecture characteristics. More-
over our work will be extended by simulating PD2 algo-
rithm; the order of the subtasks in L+ built by a PD2 sched-
uler may influence the proposed heuristics. ERfair schedul-
ing algorithms may lead to lower average job response times
since they prevent the spread of subtasks over the time. Ap-
plying these heuristics to an ERfair scheduling system and
studying their results will be an interesting future work.
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Figure 5. Improvement(Hi) for lcm = 150,
nb task = 8 and 2 ! U ! 5.4.
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